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Abstract

This study investigates the usefulness of

the Treebank of Learner English (TLE)

when applied to the task of Native Lan-

guage Identification (NLI). The TLE is

effectively a parallel corpus of Stan-

dard/Learner English, as there are two ver-

sions; one based on original learner es-

says, and the other an error-corrected ver-

sion. We use the corpus to explore how

useful a parser trained on ungrammatical

relations is compared to a parser trained on

grammatical relations, when used as fea-

tures for a native language classification

task. While parsing results are much better

when trained on grammatical relations, na-

tive language classification is slightly bet-

ter using a parser trained on the original

treebank containing ungrammatical rela-

tions.

1 Introduction

Native Language Identification (NLI), in which

an author’s first language is derived by analyzing

texts written in his or her second language, is of-

ten treated as a text classification problem. NLI

has proven useful in various applications, includ-

ing in language-learning settings. As it is well-

established that a speaker’s first language informs

mistakes made in a second language, a system

that can identify a learner’s first language is bet-

ter equipped to provide learner-specific feedback

and identify likely problem areas.

The Treebank of Learner English (TLE) is the

first publicly available syntactic treebank for En-

glish as a Second Language (Berzak et al., 2016).

One particularly interesting feature of the TLE is
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its incorporation of an annotation scheme for a

consistent syntactic representation of grammatical

errors. This annotation system has the potential to

be useful to native language identification, as the

ability to parse ungrammatical and atypical depen-

dency relations could improve the informativeness

of dependency-based features in such a classifica-

tion task.

Assessing this potential has been accomplished

by training a parser on the original treebank and

using it to extract dependency relations in a learner

English corpus. Those dependency relations were

then used as features in a machine learning classi-

fication task. The success of this classification was

then assessed by comparing the results to a classi-

fication on features extracted by a parser trained on

the error-corrected version of the treebank, based

on the assumption that the original version of the

treebank will more accurately handle grammatical

errors in learner texts. This is a novel approach

in that other similar experiments have used depen-

dency parsers trained on grammatical treebanks to

extract dependency relations.

We found that using the original version of the

corpus gave slightly better results on native lan-

guage classification than using the error-corrected

version. However, when we investigated pars-

ing results, the original version gave much lower

results on parsing both for original and error-

corrected texts. This seems to suggest that there

is useful information in the types of errors made

by this parser.

2 Related Work

2.1 L1 Identification in L2 Texts

As mentioned in the previous section, the task

of native language identification (NLI) involves

determining a writer’s first language (L1) by an-

alyzing texts produced in their second language

(L2). Language learner data is used to train clas-
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sifiers, such as support vector machines (SVM),

for predicting the L1 of unseen texts. One of the

first studies carried out in automatic L1 detection

(Koppel et al., 2005) classified L2 texts using fea-

tures such as function words, part-of-speech bi-

grams, and spelling and grammatical errors. The

features were evaluated on a corpus of learner En-

glish, and the researchers ultimately found that

by combining all of the features using a SVM,

they could achieve an accuracy of 80.2% on the

International Corpus of Learner English (ICLE)

(Granger et al., 2002). Wong and Dras (2011) ex-

tended this study to include the use of syntactic

features for this task by extracting features from

parse trees produced by a statistical parser. In do-

ing this, they incorporated production rules from

two parsers: the Charniak parser as well a CFG

parser. Other studies such as Swanson and Char-

niak (2012) make use of tree substitution gram-

mars as a source of features for NLI. Several stud-

ies, such as Tetreault et al. (2012), Brooke and

Hirst (2012), and Swanson (2013) have tested a

range of features including dependency features,

as well as combinations of features to ascertain

which feature or ensemble of features is most use-

ful. In doing so, they demonstrated the value of

dependency features in classifying the L1 of texts.

In the case of Brooke and Hirst’s study (2012),

when running their system on both the FCE and

the ICLE, after testing the usefulness of a range

of different types of features, they found depen-

dency features to provide a muted benefit to their

system, with cross-validation resulting in accu-

racy scores of 61.4% for the ICLE and 45.1% on

the FCE. They noted, however, that other features

were more useful. Tetreault et al (2012) also tested

a wide range of different types of features, test-

ing their system also on the ICLE as well as the

TOEFL11 corpus. By increasing the dependency

relation feature set by including several different

types of back-off dependency representations (de-

scribed in section 3.2), they were able to raise

accuracy of classification on the ICLE corpus to

77.1%, and reported an accuracy of 70.9% on the

TOEFL11 corpus. Furthermore, the authors of the

study found that classification accuracy was low-

est for languages in the corpus with a high concen-

tration of high-proficiency test responses, and best

for higher concentrations of medium proficiency

responses.

2.2 Universal Dependencies and the

Treebank of Learner English

Dependency parsing has been rapidly gaining pop-

ularity over the past decade and differs from the

older traditional constituency parsing in that in a

dependency tree, the words are connected to each

other by directed links (Kübler et al., 2009). The

main verb in a clause assumes the position of the

head, and all other syntactic units are connected

to the verb by their links or dependencies to the

head (Kübler et al., 2009). Annotated treebanks

are typically used to generate dependency pars-

ing models. The Universal Dependencies (UD)

Project is a recent effort aimed at facilitating cross-

lingual parsing development through the standard-

ization of dependency annotation schemes across

languages (Nivre et al., 2016). A central aspect to

the UD project is the creation of open-source tree-

banks in a variety of languages that can be used

to facilitate cross-lingual parsing research. All of

the treebanks have been annotated according to the

UD annotation scheme, in order to ensure consis-

tency in annotation across treebanks. These guide-

lines have been developed with the goal of max-

imizing parallelism between languages (Nivre et

al., 2016).

The Treebank of Learner English (TLE) is a

part of the UD project and is a manually annotated

syntactic treebank for English as a Second Lan-

guage (Berzak et al., 2016). It includes PoS tags

and UD trees for 5,124 sentences from the Cam-

bridge First Certificate in English (FCE) corpus

(Yannakoudakis et al., 2011). The treebank is split

randomly in to a training set of 4,124 sentences,

a development set of 500 sentences and a test set

of 500 sentences. Ten different language back-

grounds are represented in this corpus: Chinese,

French, German, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Por-

tuguese,Spanish, Russian and Turkish. For each

language background, the TLE contains 500 ran-

domly sampled sentences from the FCE data set,

in order to ensure even representation. All sen-

tences included in the TLE were selected so that

they contain grammatical errors of some kind. The

creators of the treebank exploit a pre-existing error

annotation scheme in the FCE, adapting it to fit

UD guidelines. In this scheme, full syntactic anal-

yses are provided for the error corrected and origi-

nal versions of each sentence. This in conjunction

with additional ESL annotation guidelines provide

for a consistent syntactic treatment of ungrammat-
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Language Low Medium High

Arabic 296 605 199

Chinese 98 727 275

French 63 577 460

German 15 412 673

Hindi 29 429 642

Italian 164 623 313

Japanese 233 679 188

Korean 169 678 253

Spanish 79 563 458

Telugu 94 659 347

Turkish 90 616 394

Total 1330 6568 4202

Table 1: Score level distributions in TOEFl11

ical English.

2.3 TOEFL11 Corpus

The TOEFL11 corpus was designed specifically

with the task of NLI in mind, and comprises

12,100 learner essays written as a part of the

standardized English language test, TOEFL (Test

of English as a Foreign Language) (Blanchard

et al., 2013). As the name of the corpus im-

plies, 11 language backgrounds are included in

the corpus: Arabic, German, French, Hindi, Ital-

ian, Japanese, Korean, Spanish, Telugu, Turkish,

and Chinese. These language backgrounds are dis-

tributed evenly across the corpus, with 1,100 es-

says per language, and an even sampling across

responses to eight different prompts. All essays

have been graded according to proficiency as high,

medium, or low, and have not been sampled evenly

across L1s. The thought behind this is that profi-

ciency score distributions in the corpus ought to

correspond to the real-life score distributions in

test results, as this information may be relevant

and useful to L1 classification. The distribution of

score levels per language can be found in Table 1.

3 System

3.1 Parsing the corpus

For the purposes of this paper, five dependency

parsers were trained using MaltParser (Nivre et

al., 2007). Three parsers were trained using the

TLE as a training corpus. We also trained two

contrastive parsers on the English Web Treebank

(EWT), a UD treebank of English containing doc-

uments from five genres: weblogs, newsgroups,

emails, reviews, and Yahoo! Answers (Silveira et

Sentences Words

TLE 4124 78541

EWT 12544 204586

EWT 50% 6272 101101

Table 2: Size of the training corpora for the

parsers.

al., 2014). The sizes of the treebanks are shown in

Table 2. The EWT is substantially larger than the

TLE. In order to investigate the effect of corpus

size to some extent, we also used half of the EWT

to train a parser.

Of the three parsers trained on TLE, the first

parser was trained on the original version of the

TLE (containing grammatical errors), while the

second parser was trained on the corrected ver-

sion of the TLE. A third parser was trained on a

hybrid version of the original and corrected tree-

banks, the driving idea behind this being that while

the corrected version of the treebank would be ill-

equipped to model grammatical errors in depen-

dency parse trees, the original version of the tree-

bank, in which every sentence contained at least

one error, would be hard-pressed to accurately

model entirely grammatical sentences. To keep the

size of all three treebanks consistent, the merged

treebank was created by taking every other sen-

tence from the original and corrected treebanks.

In this scheme, the same sentences (save for the

minor differences in the corrected sentences) are

represented in all three treebanks. Because Malt-

Parser requires texts to be part-of-speech-tagged

in order to be parsed, the HunPos part-of-speech

tagger (Halácsy et al., 2007), trained on the EWT

was used to acquire PoS tags for each document

in the TOEFL11 corpus. All three parsers were

then run on each part-of-speech-tagged document

using default parameter settings, resulting in three

individual parsed data sets.

In order to estimate the accuracy of the parsing

models, we evaluated them on three test sets from

the TLE, original, corrected, and merged, created

by applying the same process described earlier.

The accuracy of the parsers is assessed by means

of labeled and unlabeled attachment scores (LAS

and UAS), the results of which can be found in

Table 3. As established by Berzak et al. (2016),

parsers trained on both the corrected and original

versions of the TLE outperform the parser trained

on a standard English treebank, with the merged
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Train Set Test Set LAS UAS

corrected 94.5 95.6

TLEcorr original 90.1 92.2

merged 92.5 94.1

corrected 85.7 88.5

TLEorig original 85.1 88.0

merged 85.2 88.0

corrected 85.0 88.1

TLEmerged original 85.0 88.0

merged 85.4 88.0

corrected 80.7 86.0

EWT original 80.6 86.1

merged 80.8 86.0

corrected 79.8 85.4

EWT 50% original 79.3 85.0

merged 80.0 85.5

Table 3: Parser accuracies for all three test sets.

version of the TLE following this trend as well. In-

terestingly, however, and contrary to assumptions

made in the beginning of this paper, the parser

trained on the corrected version of the treebank

considerably outperformed both the original and

merged versions of the treebank on all three test

sets. The two parsers trained on the EWT had con-

siderably lower scores than any parser trained on

TLE. The difference in training data size between

the two EWT parsers was small, in comparison.

3.2 Using dependency arcs as features

Similar to most other NLI systems, in this paper,

the task of native language identification is ap-

proached as a text classification problem. In order

to solve this classification problem, dependency

relations were extracted from each document to

be used as frequency-based features. To do this, a

system similar to the one presented in (Tetreault et

al., 2012) was used, with the main difference be-

ing that MaltParser, rather than the Stanford De-

pendency parser was used to obtain them. This

system, represented below in Table 4, can be de-

scribed as follows: each basic dependency rela-

tion, consisting of the dependency label, the par-

ent node, and the child node is extracted from the

sentence. To mitigate sparsity, each dependency in

the document was represented in several different

ways. In the first representation, the lemmas for

the root and child node were used to form the de-

pendency relation. Secondly, part-of-speech tags

were considered instead of lemmas, with depen-

dency relations consisting of the dependency la-

dep(lemma, lemma) (lemma, lemma)

dep(PoS, lemma) (PoS, lemma)

dep(lemma, PoS) (lemma, PoS)

dep(PoS, PoS) (PoS, PoS)

Table 4: Types of dependency relations used in

feature set

bel, one lemma, and one PoS tag, or a dependency

label and two PoS tags. Lastly, the correspond-

ing dependency relations without labels were also

incorporated into the feature set. In this work we

only used parsing-based features and do not com-

bine them with other feature sets. From the pars-

ing output for each parsing model on the 12,100

essays in TOEFL11 corpus, we extracted on av-

erage just over 1.5 million features. Once the

feature set was established, a support vector ma-

chine (SVM) was used to classify the data set.

Scikit Learn’s LinearSVC (Pedregosa et al., 2011),

which is powered by liblinear (Fan et al., 2008),

set with default parameter settings was used to

carry out the classification.

3.3 Results

To evaluate the three systems, we used 10-fold

cross-validation. As the classification report fea-

tured in Table 5 shows, differences between the

three models trained on TLE were negligible, with

the model based on the original version of the

TLE slightly outperforming the other two models

across all metrics, but to only a very marginal de-

gree (a couple of tenths of a percentage point most

often). The model trained on the full EWT pre-

formed as well as the model trained on the origi-

nal TLE, whereas the model trained on half EWT

had the lowest core of all models. This indicates

that the size of the corpora is indeed important,

and that considerably more out-of-domain data is

needed to have a performance on par with smaller

in-domain data.

The hybrid model, which contained features ex-

tracted by a parser trained on a merged version

of the original and corrected treebanks performed

nearly as well as the model based on the original

treebank. Contrary to our hypothesis that higher

parser accuracy ought to correlate to a higher clas-

sification accuracy, despite having LAS and UAS

scores nearly five points above the other TLE two

models, the corrected model had the lowest clas-

sification performance of the three. The full EWT

model with a much lower parsing accuracy also
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Acc P R

Original 70.5 70.7 70.6

Corrected 70.2 70.3 70.3

Merged 70.5 70.6 70.5

EWT 70.5 70.7 70.6

EWT 50% 70.0 70.1 70.0

Table 5: Accuracy, precision, recall for native lan-

guage identification with the three parser models.

Language Original Corrected Merged

Arabic 68.0 66.1 67.0

Chinese 74.3 74.7 73.5

French 70.1 71.0 71.2

German 81.5 82.5 81.7

Hindi 64.7 64.2 64.3

Italian 75.9 76.2 75.8

Japanese 71.3 70.5 71.3

Korean 63.7 62.7 64.5

Spanish 62.2 62.7 62.9

Telugu 71.5 71.1 71.3

Turkish 72.1 70.7 71.6

Table 6: Accuracy scores by language for all three

models

performed on par with the best TLE model. This

can also be compared to the 70.9% classification

accuracy obtained using dependency relations as

features in the study carried out by Tetreault et

al. (2012), in which a standard English treebank

was used, which however used both a different

parser and different dependency relations. How-

ever, it still indicates that although all three TLE

models perform relatively well, under this exper-

imental set-up, using dependency features based

on those found in the TLE does not improve re-

sults compared to using larger standard treebanks.

On the contrary, these results point toward a nega-

tive correlation between parser and classification

accuracy. This could indicate that, to some de-

gree, the classification may actually be aided by

the differences in types of errors the parser makes

when it encounters ungrammatical syntactic con-

structions.

A more detailed breakdown of the model ac-

curacies by language (found in Table 6) provides

a limited degree of insight into why this is the

case. Most accuracies within languages across

the models varied only by a few tenths of a per-

centage point, with the largest deviations found

in Arabic (with a 1.9 percentage point difference

between the original and corrected models), Turk-

ish, (1.4 percentage point difference between orig-

inal and corrected models), and German (with a

1 percentage point difference between the origi-

nal and corrected models). It had been expected

that the most accurate parsing model would be best

equipped to classify the languages with the high-

est concentration of low and medium proficiency

scores, and would result in a less accurate clas-

sification for the languages in the corpus with a

higher number of high scoring documents. This

intuition is based on the notion that the former

set of languages would have a greater percentage

of erroneous dependency structures that would be

consistently captured by the parsing model. The

results, however, show this not to be the case.

For example, Arabic and Turkish, both of which

had a relatively low number of high scoring re-

sponses, preferred the original model, which had

a much lower parser accuracy. This is further re-

inforced by the German classification accuracies,

which had the highest concentration of high scor-

ing responses, and was one of the only languages

for which the corrected model performed best. It

is also interesting to note that with German being

the most accurately classified language, this goes

against the findings of Tetreault et al. (2012), that

high-profiency texts are generally harder to clas-

sify, suggesting that this trend does not hold for

dependency-based classification. This also sup-

ports the notion that parser errors made due to un-

grammatical dependency relations may help clas-

sification.

The surprising consistency across all three mod-

els may in fact show the degree of influence that

part-of-speech tags have on MaltParser’s output,

regardless of the parsing model used to parse the

data set. This might also reflect an underlying

problem in the methodology. Due to factors of

both convenience, and concerns about sparsity,

HunPos, the part of speech tagger used to gen-

erate the PoS tags needed to be able to parse the

corpus, was trained on the EWT, a Standard En-

glish corpus. As a result, the part of speech tags

used were the same across all three models, which

may have resulted in a larger degree of similar-

ity across the dependency relations than had been

anticipated. Furthermore, because the tagger was

trained on texts generated by largely L1 speakers,

the distribution and make-up of the part of speech

tags projected on to TOEFL11 corpus might not
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be reflective of those found in the TLE. Further-

more, in their study, Berzak et al. (2016) note

that systematic differences in the EWT annotation

of various parts of speech compared to the Uni-

versal Dependencies guidelines might also nega-

tively affect performance. As Berzak et al. (2016)

also found that combining the TLE with the EWT

improved parsing accuracy and PoS tagging accu-

racy on their test set, an interesting point for future

research could be applying that technique to this

study, to see if results could be improved. In par-

ticular, it could be interesting to see if using this

model to acquire part of speech tags has any affect

on classification accuracy.

An additional possibility for future research,

which lies outside of the scope of NLI, relates to

the results of the parser accuracy tests described

in section 3.1. The considerable improvement in

parser accuracy on the uncorrected learner essays

when trained on the corrected version of the tree-

bank has intriguing implications for the automatic

annotation of learner data. This should be further

explored in future work, including a detailed error

analysis of these results.

There are several ways in which this study could

be improved with regard to NLI. In this work we

did not optimize any of the models used. A further

possibility is to combine our parse features with

previously suggested features, such as language

model features (Tetreault et al., 2012) or character

n-grams (Ionescu et al., 2014). It would also be

interesting to investigate if unlabeled learner data

can be used to improve both the parsing results on

learner texts and NLI.

4 Conclusion

This study investigated the potential of the use of

the Treebank of Learner English to improve Na-

tive Language Identification. To do this, we pro-

posed using the original version of the TLE, the

corrected version, as well as a hybrid version con-

sisting of sentences from both versions of the tree-

bank to train three dependency parsing models us-

ing MaltParser. Each of those models was used to

extract dependency relations from the TOEFL11

corpus, which were in turn used as features in a

text classification task. While the classification

model using features obtained using the original

version of the TLE had better scores than the other

two models, the differences in accuracy scores

across all three models were small. It is interesting

that even though the parser trained on the original

model had slightly better classification results, it

also had substantially lower parsing results than

the parser trained on the corrected model. We also

trained a contrastive system on the much larger

English Web Treebank, which had even lower ac-

curacy on parsing learner data, but performed on

par with the TLE system on native language classi-

fication, while a parser trained on 50% of this tree-

bank did not perform well. This provides an indi-

cation that both the size and domain of the training

corpus are important.
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